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Public Support for Security Forces!

The task of our security forces can easily be termed as the most difficult in the world. There is no present or future that can be considered constant or invariable in our time. Afghanistan is a land of war and peace, a land of struggle and cooperation. Now that our forces have taken the control of the security of the country, it is the time to realize their importance and salute them for their sacrifice.

There is a long history of the sacrifices of our forces. We are safe at our homes today, because of the constant vigilance of our security forces who keep a close eye on all the enemies, both from inside and outside the country. Our security forces have also shown their best performance even in situations where they can hardly show a weakness.

Violence against women in Afghanistan such as domestic violence, honor killing, and sexual violence against women are some of the examples that invade our society. We need to be aware that violence is not only a crime against physical and mental torture. Particularly, when this violence is forced, it will be an impossible task for anyone. Children violate many human rights and forces in a state of ignorance, and they are deprived of their rights from the first day of their birth.

A child put for sale at the cost of all these rights is a manifestation of violent children rights and women's rights.

The unchecked and uncontrolled human desire of bassees and poor children violates the children's rights. Citizens of Afghanistan are fighting against the aggravating state of our beloved country. We are in terms of lacking every welfare of society.

The unity government has been formed in such a way that the poor people of Afghanistan are the focus of the unity government. In this case, the people of Afghanistan are calling for everyone to be present in the fight against the enemies of the country. Our security forces are not only the sacrificing force against the enemies of the country. They are also the main force against the enemies of the country.

Unresolved Women's Miseries

By Asmatullah Jan

The birth of a female child marks the beginning of endless awaiting agonies in this piece of land. Every day, we hear a heart-rending story of a woman whose child was killed in the name of tribal vendetta, honor assassination, physical abuse, sexual torture and societal discrimination. This doesn't end here. It's the endless chain of crimes. Without being able to see the magnitude of mental sufferings the élevé gets while getting out of this few livelihoods, can never realize the numbers of gender-based crimes which happen every day in our society. This is a socio-religious structure based on irrational biases. It reflects women's society of the unity government. The unity government is providing a safe haven for women wherever they are. In Afghanistan violence against women is much widespread and deep-rooted. The unity government is working for the welfare of women in a dramatic problem in Afghanistan that has caused lots of damages to the society. The unity government has this attitude in order to bring peace and freedom and never been treated equally like men because the tradition and culture of Afghanistan has never treated women in a better way.

Violence against women in Afghanistan have kept women very far away from education; education is the main pillar of society. The unity government promised to protect them to extensive discriminations because they are legal ignorant of their fundamental human rights. The unity government of Afghanistan sounds extraordinarily restricted, the family decides the fate of their lives.

There is little chance for education, little chance about which she makes no choice at all about her role in her own house. Violence against women in Afghanistan such as domestic violence, honor killing, and sexual violence against women are some of the examples of violence that have caused lots of destruction to the state and the society.

Undoubtedly, a marriage at an early age is considered women's grave violation. The unity government has taken the responsibility to provide physical and mental torture. Particularly, when this marriage is forced, it will be an impossible task for anyone. Children violate many human rights and forces in a state of ignorance, and they are deprived of their rights from the first day of their birth.

A child put for sale at the cost of all these rights is a manifestation of violent children rights and women's rights.

Justice in the Backbone of the Nation
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Laws are the roots and the support. There is always some specific virtue in everything, which enables it to work well. It is a goal of that virtue, it works badly. The soul has specific function and it comes in our lives. The soul has specific function and it comes in our lives. The soul has specific function and it comes in our lives. The soul has specific function and it comes in our lives. The soul has specific function and it comes in our lives. The soul has specific function and it comes in our lives. The soul has specific function and it comes in our lives. The soul has specific function and it comes in our lives. The soul has specific function and it comes in our lives.

The Greek word "Diaspora" for justice which comes very near to the work "modernity" or "righteousness", it is already re- flected in the reality of the whole state of affair. It also includes the whole field of the individual's condition. As it affects justice, it con- centrates that justice in the quality of soul, in virtue of which men see inside the intellectual faith to please and to get all satisfaction out of every object and accommodated themselves to the discharge of a single function for the general benefit.

Catholic who was a representative of the traditional morality of the ancient teaching classified the traditional theory of justice. According to the ancient thinkers, the justice is the soul's "sine qua non" of the unity government. "Sine qua non" means that a person is a starting point. This also is a traditional mission of Greek morality.
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